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NinjaTrader Launches Cryptocurrency Support through Coinbase
Denver, CO, Monday, August 6th, 2018 - NinjaTrader, LLC has announced a new integration
with Coinbase to support cryptocurrency market data. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash and
Litecoin real-time market data are now available to all users of NinjaTrader’s award-winning
platform. The addition of Coinbase market data will allow cryptocurrency traders to leverage
NinjaTrader’s award-winning charting and market analysis capabilities.
“The rapid rise of the cryptocurrency markets demonstrates the interest in digital assets and the
need for a professional grade trading platform to monitor these highly active markets is evident,”
stated Raymond Deux, Founder and CEO of NinjaTrader. “We are excited to provide a more
robust charting and analysis experience for Coinbase products to help cryptocurrency traders
uncover opportunity and make more informed trading decisions.”
NinjaTrader’s award-winning analysis tool suite includes:
Advanced Charting: Visualize price movement through fully customizable charts
including 100+ indicators, various chart styles and powerful drawing tools to aid in your
technical analysis. Load corresponding markets on a single chart to identify developing
patterns.
Market Analyzer: Monitor cryptocurrency markets in real-time based on predefined
conditions to quickly uncover opportunities. Customize lists through a variety of data
points, trigger alerts when pre-defined conditions are met, and filter instruments
dynamically based on data from any column.
Backtesting & Optimization: Verify trading ideas using NinjaTrader’s high performance
backtesting engine. Simulate trading strategies on historical data and analyze past
performance setting a custom period value for ultimate control over timing of historical
executions.
Advanced Alerts: Stay on top of cryptocurrency market moves ensuring you don’t miss
any trading opportunities. Configure sophisticated alert-triggering logic with simple pointand-click construction to deliver custom messages or send updates when conditions are
met.
Real-time and historical market data from Coinbase is available now for all NinjaTrader users.
NinjaTrader is always free to use for advanced charting, backtesting and trade simulation.

About NinjaTrader, LLC
NinjaTrader, LLC, is a software development company which owns and supports all proprietary
technology relating to and including the NinjaTrader trading platform. Founded in 2003,
NinjaTrader has evolved into an industry leader supporting over 60,000 traders around the
globe with best-in-class technology and world class support.

FULL RISK DISCLOSURE: Futures and forex trading contains substantial risk and is not for
every investor. An investor could potentially lose all or more than the initial investment. Risk
capital is money that can be lost without jeopardizing ones financial security or lifestyle. Only
risk capital should be used for trading and only those with sufficient risk capital should consider
trading. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.

